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Abstract: For public safety and physical security, currently more than a billion closed-circuit television1

(CCTV) cameras are deployed around the world. Proliferation of artificial intelligence (AI) and2

machine learning (ML) technologies has gained significant applications including crowd surveillance.3

The state-of-the-art distance and area estimation algorithms either need multiple cameras or a4

reference scale as a ground truth. It is an open question to obtain an estimation using a single camera5

without a scale reference. In this paper, we propose a novel solution called E-SEC, which estimates6

interpersonal distance between a pair of dynamic human objects, area occupied by a dynamic crowd,7

and density using a single edge camera. The E-SEC framework comprises edge CCTV cameras8

responsible for capture a crowd on video frames leveraging a customized YOLOv3 model for human9

detection. E-SEC contributes an interpersonal distance estimation algorithm vital for monitoring10

the social distancing of a crowd, and an area estimation algorithm for dynamically determining an11

area occupied by a crowd with changing size and position. A unified output module generates the12

crowd size, interpersonal distances, social distancing violations, area, and density per every frame.13

Experimental results validate the accuracy and efficiency of E-SEC with a range of different video14

datasets.15

Keywords: Area Estimation, Crowd Management, COVID-19, Edge Camera, Interpersonal Distance,16

Social Distancing.17

1. Introduction18

The closed circuit television (CCTV) is a closed-loop television system. That is, the CCTV pictures19

or video streams are only available to those connected directly into the loop unlike the broadcast20

television system which is available to anyone with an appropriate receiver. The loop refers to a21

physical link or a cable that carries the picture from the camera(s) to surveillance operation centers22

(SOC) or the viewer(s) or storage site. Since its first use in the 1950’s, it has become an indispensable23

element of any professional physical security system. It creates a scenario where both premises and the24

people within them are constantly surveyed. This provides the security teams and property managers25

a tighter control over access properties and facilities [1–3]. It is one of the important means of meeting26

the challenges posed by the rising crime rate. Today, with the main goals of ensuring physical security27

and public safety, there are more than a billion CCTV cameras in use around the globe enabling the28

law enforcers and security personnel to collect huge amount of information about individuals and29

follow their activities live [4–8]. It helps to identify law breaking individuals and deters crimes. In30

addition, with the aid of CCTV cameras, managers and supervisors can control risks and minimise31

costs efficiently and with the minimum of disruption [8–11]. They could also be employed to contain32
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contagious diseases, like COVID-19, by providing data useful for faster interpersonal gap and crowd33

density determinations and alerting people to maintain the minimum required social distance between34

them.35

With the increasing change in the flexibility and capability of CCTV systems due to rapid36

advancement of electronic technologies and physical links like microwave, laser, or other connections,37

the application of CCTV cameras has dramatically peaked. They offer plenty of benefits like assisting38

Police authorities in the monitoring of traffic flows and the implementation of prompt action in the39

case of accidents and other emergencies. Besides they greatly enable process industry managers to40

control the flow of work, identify bottlenecks and take corrective action. They also play vital roles in41

the monitoring of hostile environments that are not accessible to man, such as nuclear reactors and42

furnaces. Comparatively speaking, security and surveillance are the most accepted applications for the43

CCTV systems [8,12–15]. As effective crime deterrents, the CCTV cameras can provide such security44

applications as monitoring access to secure or private areas, unauthorised activities, theft or criminal45

damage, and personal safety. The surveillance applications of CCTV cameras include the monitoring46

of changing conditions and deciding on corrective action in crowd control, traffic control, industrial47

process control, public access, staff control, car park security, and shopping precinct security.48

Earlier we proposed and built privacy-conscious surveillance models that identify individuals49

with aggressive and suspicious behavioral patterns, like gun brandishing or/and fist-raising, in a50

crowd [9,10]. Following the detection, the models are capable of sending alerting messages to law51

enforcers for immediate intervention. This is an example of a crowd control process. Generally, crowd52

control refers to a public security practice where crowds are managed and controlled to deter the53

outbreak of crowd affray, crushes, fights involving drunk and disorderly people or riots. Through time,54

mechanical surveillance systems like CCTV cameras have proved to be useful in overtly or covertly55

gathering audio-visual information about crowds’ characteristics, and access to some items. These56

activities are said to be vital for immediate actions of law enforcers to ensure the safety of crowds. This57

paper is, however, specifically motivated by the way COVID-19 spreads. We all have witnessed how58

the COVID-19 since its outbreak just before the dawning the 2020 has tremendously affected more59

than 180 millions of people worldwide. Hence, in the effort to curb the dissemination of the virus,60

a number of different measures were adopted by a multitude of countries. Well, social distancing61

(SD) has been one of the most crucial practices to contain the virus. Therefore, introducing effective62

algorithms and unified models that make CCTV cameras more intelligent and useful in controlling63

crowds by estimating interpersonal distances and occupied areas is of paramount importance. This64

way cautioning messages can be generated to alert individuals in a crowd to maintain the minimum65

social distance required to eschew the spread of the virus in real-time. These algorithms and unified66

models are deployed on a cloud environment connected to edge CCTV cameras which are either67

wall-mounted or perched on poles three or more meters high.68

The state-of-the-art distance and area estimation algorithms either need multiple cameras or a69

reference scale as a ground truth. Unfortunately, it is not realistic to have every site monitored under70

multiple cameras due to the cost. Neither is there always an object in a scenario that provides a scale71

factor. It is an open question to obtain an estimation using a single camera without a scale reference.72

To enable a good crowd control vis-à-vis containing contagious disease like COVID-19, we propose a73

novel solution called E-SEC, which estimates interpersonal distance between a pair of dynamic human74

objects, area occupied by a dynamic crowd, and density using a single edge camera. We built and75

tested E-SEC models and algorithms. The major contributions are briefly enumerated in what ensues:76

• Design of algorithms for estimating the minimum social distance between two people in a crowd77

captured by a single edge camera.78

• Design of an algorithm for estimating an area occupied by people in a video frame created by a79

single edge camera.80

• Design of an algorithm that determines the number of people in a crowd caught on camera81

violating the minimum social distance.82
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• Design of a unified model capable of generating reports of the count of people in a video frame,83

the tuples of interpersonal distances, area occupied or density, and number of violations. Besides,84

the model generates messages that alerts individuals to take corrective actions.85

• Extensive experimental analyses on stream of real videos created on a calibrated environment86

and publicly available pertinent video datasets corroborate applicability of the algorithms and87

models proposed in E-SEC.88

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the related work is tersely presented in89

Section 2 ensued by the description of the overall system architecture of E-SEC in Section 3. In Sections90

4 and 5, the Distance Estimation and Area Estimation Algorithms are portrayed and explained. The91

experimental analyses, results and discussion are presented in Section 6. At last, the conclusions are92

presented in Section 7.93

2. Related Work94

2.1. Social Distancing95

Following the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic just before the dawning of the new year of96

2020, numerous efforts were done around the world to at least alleviate or fully stop the spread of the97

contagious viral disease. Then, social distancing (SD) was recommended as the best practice to curb98

the transmission of the infectious virus by many an expert following its initial practice and success99

story in China [16]. Later, international organizations like world health organization (WHO) and100

national organizations like the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) of the United States101

deemed SD as the utmost reliable practice to contain the communicable virus and advised people to102

stay at least two meter or 6 feet apart from each other. Some researchers timely carried out a study on103

the social distancing impacts on controlling the spread of the COVID-19 outbreak and found out very104

encouraging results and ended up corroborating the recommendations of WHO and CDC[17].105

As the number of COVID-19 cases and death rates had kept on sky-rocketing, some countries106

have resorted to adopting and employing technology-based solutions to monitor the movements of107

people who contracted the virus and to make sure that people are observing the social distancing108

requirements. The important technologies that could be employed to ensure the correct and consistent109

practice of social distancing include Surveillance Cameras, GPS, Computer Vision, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,110

Deep Learning, Positioning or localization techniques, and smart phones. A survey [18] shows the111

attempts made to make use of some of the aforementioned technologies; they lack clear methods for112

precisely determining the distance between people in a crowd, though. Besides, previous works that113

focus on selective surveillance [6,9] and crowd surveillance using drones [13,19–21] could be further114

developed to be employed for social distance determination, monitoring, and alerting. The machine115

learning technology has a wide range of applications [22,23]; as a result, it can be adopted to design116

and build models useful for crowd control, like monitoring social distancing.117

Given the pervasive existence of surveillance CCTV cameras in a myriad of suburban and118

urban areas around the world, many researchers have tried to develop solutions for social distance119

monitoring by leveraging these surveillance edge cameras, edge computing paradigm [24], and120

trending technologies like computer vision and deep learning. Based on an open image frontal-view121

dataset (OID) trained using YOLOv3 [25], a framework was developed to track people using the122

bounding boxes generated by the detection model coupled with a deep-sort [26]. Besides, a comparison123

between the use of YOLOv3, faster-RCNN [27] and SSD [28] for object detection and classification124

were performed in this paper [26] where the YOLOv3 was selected eventually. In the same year (2020),125

an autonomous drone-based model for social distancing monitoring was built [29]. The YOLOv3 was126

trained with limited custom dataset comprising few frontal and side view images of limited people,127

which was later extended for monitoring people whether they are wearing masks or not. Another128

framework [30] for physical distancing and crowd management was also developed in that very129

same year. After thoroughly investigating all these works, we have identified some gaps. All these130
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papers primarily focus on the detection of people by adopting and improving existing deep-learning131

models like YOLOv3. However, they don’t provide methods for determining or estimating the distance132

between two people, which is vital for monitoring the social distancing using surveillance cameras.133

For example, in a paper titled "A deep learning-based social distance monitoring framework for134

COVID-19" [31], a deep learning platform for social distance tracking using an overhead perspective is135

proposed. It mainly focused on improving the YOLOv3 through transfer-learning to add the capability136

of detecting people from an overhead perspective; it, however, gives no method or algorithm how137

the distance between people was determined. It simply uses an assumed pixels. This has served as138

a motivation for us to carry out extensive investigations and experiments to come up some efficient139

mechanisms and algorithms for measuring the interpersonal distance in a crowd using a single camera.140

2.2. Distance Estimation Using a Single Camera141

So far, there is no established method for determining the distance between two dynamic objects
using a single camera. It is possible to measure the distance between a fixed reference object of precisely
known size and other objects on an image using a variant of the Thin-Lens Equation stated in Eq.(1)
[32,33], but not the distance between two dynamic objects. According to the principle of optics, ray
tracing can be used to construct an image from the light rays originating from an object that pass
through a lens. The image is located at the point where the rays cross. By choosing several points
from an object the entire image can be constructed. Let do be the object distance, the distance of an
object from the center of a lens, di be distance of the image from the center of a lens. The height of the
object and height of the image are given by the symbols ho and hi, respectively. The thin lens equation
quickly provides the relation between di, do, and the focal length f . It can be derived from a geometric
analysis of ray tracing for thin lenses and is given by Eq. (1).

1
do

+
1
di

=
1
f

(1)

The magnification m of an image is the ratio between the image and object height ( hi
ho

). The142

magnification is related to do, di, ho, & hi by the relation stated in Eq. (??).143

m = − di
do

=
hi
ho

(2)

Eq. (1) cannot, however, be employed to accurately determine the distance between two moving144

objects or people captured by a single camera. Normally, to precisely determine the location of an145

object in space, for example using GPS systems, the triangulation or trilateration technique is employed146

where at least three GPS satellites are needed. Likewise, to determine the distance of an object, two147

cameras (stereo-system) with exactly known distance from each other are required. Hence, the concept148

of triangulation can be employed to approximately determine the distance between a camera and149

an object. Here trigonometric techniques can be used to estimate the distance based on the known150

distance between the cameras, and their respective field of visions. This approach even would have151

limitations when an object is situated on the side of one of the cameras but far away from the other152

one. Then, in this work, we came up with an approach that can measure interpersonal distance and153

occupied areas relatively more accurate than existing methods using a single camera.154

3. E-SEC: Unified Model For Distance and Density Estimation155

E-SEC leverages pervasively deployed surveillance cameras to enable easy crowd monitoring156

in relation to containing a contagious disease. Larger information technology (IT) services providers157

usually make use of hierarchical computing paradigms depending on data size, computational158

needs, and applications they run. The hierarchical computing architectures enable organizations159
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Figure 1. Cloud-based Architecture of Video Surveillance System Comprising Cloud Servers,
Surveillance Operation Center, Communication Channel, and Edge-cameras.

or applications like the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and CCTV-based surveillance to take160

advantage of a variety of computing and data storage resources. Cloud computing paradigm frees161

organizations from the requirement to keep expensive data-center infrastructure on site. It allows162

data to be collected from multiple distant sites and devices. It is accessible from anywhere around163

the globe. Fog computing and edge computing look similar for they both bring the intelligence and164

processing power closer to the point of data creation and collection. However, a fog environment165

places intelligence at the enterprise campus area network (CAN) where data is transmitted from166

endpoints to a gateway for processing. The edge computing places intelligence and processing power167

in devices such as embedded automation controllers, CCTV cameras, and smart meters. It allows168

the processing of data to be performed locally at multiple decision points for the purpose of enabling169

real-time communication and decision making by reducing network traffic, response time, and risk of170

security and privacy breaches.171

Therefore, E-SEC adopts a hierarchical cloud/fog-based video surveillance system (VSS)172

architecture as portrayed in Fig. 1. It comprises edge CCTV cameras that capture images and video173

frames, wide area network (WAN)/ campus area network (CAN) that relays the video streams created174

by the edge-cameras to the storage or analytics centers, powerful cloud/fog servers for processing175

videos and performing video analytics, and a surveillance operation centers where security personnel176

or law enforcers sit to observe the activities or behavioral patterns of individuals caught on those177

edge cameras. To prevent the compromise of the privacy individuals caught on the cameras, the178

video streams are transmitted over the insecure channel in enciphered form to the remote storage and179

processing sites. They are scrambled using a lightweight chaotic scheme [9].180

Figure 2 portrays the high-level framework of the unified E-SEC model where CCTV cameras181

function as edge devices for capturing crowds in streets and other designated places. The various182

components that constitute the proposed framework for crowd control are briefly elucidated in what183

ensues.184

• Edge CCTV Cameras: they are placed at the edge of the network mounted on walls, and perched185

on poles along streets, city corners, stores, etc as shown in Fig. 1. In the proposed framework,186

they are responsible for creating video frames of target crowds which are transmitted to remote187

analytics centers on cloud servers over the Internet. They are the eyes and ears of the proposed188
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Figure 2. Unified E-SEC Model for Human Detection and Estimation of Interpersonal Distance, Number
of Social Distance (SD) Violations, Area, and Crowd Density.

model. Besides, they are capable of enforcing privacy measures, like encrypting video frames to189

ensure end-to-end privacy (E2E).190

• Human Detection in Video Frames: in order to determine the distance between people and the191

area occupied by a crowd, the first step is accurately detecting the people caught on a video192

frame by a camera. In E-SEC, however, the design of an object detection model is not one of our193

prime goals. As a result, we adopted YOLOv3 model for human detection on video frames and194

modified it so as to fit our purpose. It is able to detect people caught on camera with greater195

accuracy, which is vital for computing the their centroids which are in turn useful for estimating196

distance between the people and their footage occupancy.197

• Interpersonal Distance Estimator: this is an algorithm designed in this paper and employed198

to estimate the distance b/n two dynamic people on a video frame. That is, for tracking the199

distance between a pair of people in motion. The detailed description of the distance estimation200

algorithm is provided in Section 4. Knowledge of the inter-distance plays very crucial role in201

alerting people to maintain the minimum social distance so as to cut down on the spread of a202

contagious viral disease like COVID-19.203

• Area Estimator Algorithm: this is designed to estimate an area occupied by a crowd caught204

on an edge camera using rectangular approximation explained in Section 5. It is an integral205

component of an effective crowd surveillance, which helps ensure the safety and security of206

a crowd. In a social or other form of gathering, it helps people in the venue enjoy themselves207

without worrying about their safety and physical security.208

• Outputs: at last, as illustrated on Fig. 1, the proposed unified model outputs the number of209

people caught on a frame, the tuples of distances between every pair of people on the frame, the210

number of people violating the minimum social distancing requirement, the area occupied by a211

crowd captured on a frame, and the crowd density just computed by dividing the number og212

people detected on a frame by the estimated rectangular area that they occupy.213

4. Distance Estimation Algorithm214

It has been proved that technology-based crowd management plays very pronounced roles in215

containing the spread of contagious viral diseases, especially when immunization is not yet invented.216

The COVID-19 outbreak has caused a global disaster which has infected more 180 million people217

worldwide by spreading like a wild fire. Until the development of vaccines, social distancing had218

been the sole means to stymie the spread of the pandemic virus. Hence, in the face of a contagious219

pandemic, technology-based crowd control mechanism is of paramount importance. In this section,220

we have introduced mechanisms and techniques for estimating the distance between a pair of people221
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in a crowd using a single edge camera. There are no established methods for determining the distance222

between two dynamic objects in a video stream created by using a single camera to date. All that223

people are able to achieve so far is measuring the distance of an object of definitely known size where224

the distance between the camera and the object is also be known at first spot, often considered as225

a reference. However, there is no way we can tell these two parameters from a video containing226

people who continuously change their positions. Then, following a thorough investigation and227

extensive experimental analysis, we came up with certain methods and algorithms for estimating the228

interpersonal distance, which is described in the subsections that follows.229

4.1. Triangle Similarity230

The triangle similarity equation stated in Eq. (3), derived from the Thin Lens Equation provided
by Eq. (1), is often employed to determine a distance from a camera to a known fixed object or marker.
We are going to utilize triangle similarity with some improvements in what fallows. The triangle
similarity works in a such a way that a marker or an object with a known width W is placed some
distance D from the camera. Then, the apparent width of the object in pixels (P) is measured from the
picture of the object caught by using the camera, which allows us to derive the perceived focal length
F of the camera using the triangle similarity equation given by Eq.(3).

F =
D× P

W
(3)

To account the variations in height measurements of people’s height on video frames depending231

on their distance from the camera, we derived a new relationship from Eq.(3) using the principles of232

geometric optics provided by Eq.(4). As portrayed in Fig. 3, DCH is the distance between a camera233

and a human measured in millimeter (mm), Fl(mm) is the focal length of the camera in mm, HH(mm) is234

height of human in mm, FrH(p) is height of then video frames in pixels, SH(mm) is the height of the235

image sensor of the camera in mm, and HH(p) is the human height on the frame in pixels.236

DCH =
Fl(mm) × HH(mm) × FrH(p)

SH(mm) × HH(p)
(4)

Figure 3. Geometrical relationship between actual and virtual human dimensions.

To determine the distance between two people on a frame created by a camera, the determination237

of their respective distances from the camera using Eq. (4) and their centroids are required. Here the238

average human height [34] is considered for dynamically measuring the actual height of people in239

such setting is next to impossible. This approach works fine as long as people are not underneath of an240

overhead camera. Under normal circumstances, we expect the number of pixels used to represent a241

distance on an image to decrease as the object moves away from the camera and conversely. However,242

the number of pixels used to represent the height of a person caught right underneath a camera is243
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not correct. Besides, this approach needs the knowledge of the actual distances of the objects under244

consideration at least at the beginning of the process which makes the implementation very difficult.245

4.2. Pixel Per Metric Method246

Taking the upsides of the methods described in subsection 4.1, we proposed a more accurate and247

realistic method in this subsection. After a thorough analysis of the front, back, and side views of248

people on an image and the variation of the number of pixels used to represent apparent distances249

on a frame depending up on the position of the object of interest, we designed a method described250

by Algorithm 1. The Central idea of this algorithm is the establishment of a relationship between251

distances measured in pixels and actual real-world units like feet or meter. Our experimental analyses252

proved that the use of a human width in lieu of human height produces more consistent and accurate253

results because the height is more sensitive to the camera position.254

Algorithm 1 Interpersonal Distance Estimation

1: import numpy as np
2: from scipy.spatial import distance as dist
3: HUMAN_BREADTH ← 56cm(average)
4: centroids← From Bounding Box
5: widths← From Bounding Box
6: procedure GET_DISTANCE(centroids, widths, HUMAN_BREADTH)
7: violations← set()
8: w_pixel ← 2D_array o f widths
9: for i in range(len(centroids)) do

10: for j in range(len(centroids)) do
11: w_pixel[i][j] = (widths[i] + widths[j])/2
12: dist_pixel = dist.cdist(centroids, centroids, metric = ”euclidean”)
13: for i in range(0, distance_pixel.shape[0]) do
14: for j in range(i + 1, dist_pixel.shape[1]) do

15: MPP = HUMAN_BREADTH(cm)
w_pixel[i,j]

16: if dist_pixel[i, j]×MPP < 200 cm then
17: violations.add(i)
18: violations.add(j)

19: return distance_pixel, violations

Using the foundations laid in the previous sections and subsections, the breadths of people
caught on a frame are grabbed and employed for estimating the social distance between the people
pairwise. The average human breadth from tricep-to-tricep considered in this paper is 56cm. As
stated in Algorithm 1, the first task is detecting people in a frame using a detection model which
produces the bounding box of every person in a frame. From every bounding box, the centroid (C)
of a person is determined by using Eq. (5), where x and y represent the width and height of each
bounding box in picture elements (pixels). This way, a list of all centroids of people in the frame
is created. Then, a 2D matrix of interpersonal Euclidean distances of all pair-wise permutations of
centroids, where only its upper triangle is considered, is created. Here SciPy, a Python-based ecosystem
of open-source software for mathematics, science, and engineering, is employed to efficiently compute
the interpersonal distances between the centroids in parallel

C = (
x
2

,
y
2
) (5)
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In Algorithm 1, once the tuples of centroids have been extracted and all interpersonal euclidean255

distances have been computed, the pixel-distances are transformed to real-world units using the pixel256

per metric (PPM) relationship established by means of the average human breadth and the pixel width257

measurements grabbed from the people on the frame. The relationship is stated in Eq. (6).258

MPP =
HUMAN_BREADTH(cm)

HUMAN_BREADTH(pixel)
(6)

The algorithm also compares every computed distance in the upper triangle of the euclidean259

distance with the minimum social distance (2m or 200cm) and creates a set of the people who happen260

to violate the minimum social distance. At last, the algorithm returns the matrix of the interpersonal261

distances and the number of minimum distance violations.262

5. Area Estimation Algorithm263

Crowd Counting and density calculation using an edge camera are part of crowd management264

used in real-life for automated public monitoring such as surveillance and traffic control. Besides,265

knowing how many people attend your event is an important input into event planning and266

management processes. It plays a key role in the evaluation process. However, the most important267

application of crowd control is in containing contagious diseases by continuously monitoring the social268

distancing and density of a crowd coupled with an alerting system.269

Figure 4. Rectangular estimation of an area occupied by a crowd.

Figure 4 portrayed in the area occupied by a crowd is estimated based on the the closest and270

farthest positions of people on a frame with respect to the x and y axes. First, the tuples of human271

centroids containing the minimum and maximum x and y values are efficiently determined using272

an itemgetter method from the operator module of python. Then, two new points with coordinates273

(xmin, ymin) and (xmax, ymax) are created, which are used to draw a rectangle around the people.274

As described in Algorithm 2, the minimum x and y values as well as the maximum x and y are275

first obtained from the centroid tuples. Then, they are appropriately altered as to include the entire276

people in the crowd. If only centroid points are considered for the area estimations, half parts of the277
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people at the peripheries would be counted out. For that reason, a compensation is done by either278

subtracting or adding 0.5 times the width of the person at the boundary. The subtraction is performed279

on the coordinate closer to the origin and the addition operation on the coordinate farthest from the280

origin (the one closer to the point (W,H) on the frame). Eventually the algorithms converts the units281

of the dimensions from pixel to centimeter (cm) using the PPM, where in this case the average of all282

widths of detected people is employed. This algorithm returns coord1, coord2, the estimated area in283

squared meter, and the crowd density computed as a ratio of the number of people in a frame to the284

estimated area. The coord1, and coord2 are used for drawing the estimated area on every video frame285

which continuously varies depending on the number of people on each frame and their movements.

Algorithm 2 Estimate Area & Compute Density

1: import numpy as np
2: import operatoraso
3: HUMAN_BREADTH ← 56cm
4: centroids← From Bounding Box
5: widths← From Bounding Box
6: procedure ESTIMATE_AREA(centroids, widths, HUMAN_BREADTH)
7: cwdict← dictionary
8: censtr = [str(x) f or x in centroids]
9: for tup in list(zip(censtr, widths)) do

10: cwdct[tup[0]] = tup[1]
11: xmin = min(centroids, key = o.itemgetter(0))
12: ymin = min(centroids, key = o.itemgetter(1))
13: xmax = max(centroids, key = o.itemgetter(0))
14: ymax = max(centroids, key = o.itemgetter(1))
15: x1 = xmin[0]− int(0.5× cwdct[str(xmin)])

16: y1 = xmin[1] − int(0.5× cwdct[str(xmin)])

17: y11 = ymin[1]− int(0.5× cwdct[str(xmin)])

18: coord1 = (x1, y1 if xmin[1] < ymin[1] else y11)

19: x2 = xmax[0] + int(0.5× cwdict[str(xmax)])

20: y2 = xmax[1] + int(0.5× cwdict[str(xmax)])

21: y22 = ymax[1] + int(0.5× cwdict[str(xmax)])

22: coord2 = (x2, y2 if xmax[1] > ymax[1] else y22)

23: avgw = np.mean(widths)
24: a_pixel = coord2[0]− coord1[0]
25: a_cm = a_pixel × HUMAN_BREADTH

avgw

26: b_pixel = coord2[1]− coord1[1]
27: b_cm = b_pixel × HUMAN_BREADTH

avgw

28: est_area = round( a_cm
100 ×

b_cm
100 , 2)

29: crowd_density = round( len(centroids)
st_area , 2)

30: returncoord1, coord2, est_area, crowd_density

286

6. Experimental Analysis, Results and Discussion287

6.1. Experimental Setup288

The explanations and analyses of the various experiments carried out in this work are presented in289

this section. For real-time interpersonal distance estimation, crowd size determination, social distance290
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monitoring, area estimation, and density calculation, Logitech HD Webcam C615 type cameras were291

employed. The camera creates video frames with a standard size of 720P (1280×720 Pixels). An292

example of one of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. C615 HD webcam perched on about293

3m tall pole and seven marked rows within 15 meters from it. Every row is marked with three marks294

where the outermost two marks are two meters apart from each other. A virtual server was employed295

for the processing of the video frames by the using the algorithms proposed in this paper. For better296

observation, detection, and monitoring purposes a frame quality of at least 40 pixel per foot (PPF) is297

required. The implementation is done using Python 3.9.0 multithreading and multiprocessing, where298

the global interpreter lock (GIL) is disabled. Some of the input video datasets, the complete sets of299

python codes, and outputs are provided on github [35]. So, anyone interested can download the codes300

along with input video files or they can use their own videos to verify our works. The instructions and301

information provided in the readme file must be read and followed.302

Figure 5. Experimental Setup for obtaining relationship between widths of people and corresponding
interpersonal distances.

6.2. Datasets303

For the analysis and testing of the proposed algorithms, we have employed a number of video304

datasets on top of the datasets we created ourselves. The video datasets we used in this paper include305

Video Dataset for COVID-19 Social Distancing and Human Detection Validation [36], Pedestrian306

overpass - original video (sample) - BriefCam Syndex [37], and 5GB videos from PETS 2009 Benchmark307

Data for crowd surveillance [38]308

6.3. Distance Estimation309

To experimentally prove that our distance estimation algorithm holds, we created video frames310

using the setup in Fig. 5. We created seven rows of marks with an interval of 2 meters that span from a311

point 2m away from the camera up to a point 15m away from the camera. Each row comprises three312

markers where the pair of the outermost markers are 2m meter apart from each other. As portrayed313

in Fig. 6, two people walked starting at a point 15m away from camera to a point 3m away from314

the camera while maintaining a gap of at least 2m. Then, we made estimations of the social distance315

between the pair of people at the seven points. The results show that the gaps were found nearly equal316

to those physically measured ones. The algorithm was able to compute the gaps with an accuracy317

of 99.3% when the camera is mounted at a point higher than the height of the people. Hence, this318

algorithm is designed to work for a camera mounted at point at least 3m from the level ground and for319

video frame captured within at least 40PPF.320
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Figure 6. Experimental Analysis: a pair of people at least 2m apart from each other at a distance of (a)
15m, (b) 13m, (c), 11m, (d) 9m, (e) 7m, and (f) 5m from the camera perched on a 3m tall pole.

Table 1, column three shows the Social Distances between the pair of people at distances321

15m, 13m, 11m, 9m, 7m, 5m and 3m as computed by using the proposed algorithm. These results322

further validates the algorithm.

Table 1. Social Distance Measurement

Distance to Camera Actual Gap Calculated Gap

3m 0.5m 0.504m

5m 2m 2.081m

5m 2m 2.0m

7m 2m 2.089m

9m 2m 2.082m

11m 2m 2.043m

13m 2m 2m

323

6.4. Area Estimation324

Once again this algorithm holds for an overhead camera or a camera mounted on a point at least325

3m higher from the ground. It works well with a radius of 25m or 40 PPF. Figure 7 illustrates the326

estimation of an area occupied by two people standing 15 meters away from a camera. They physically327

occupy an area of about 1.6m2, which was accurately estimated by the area estimation algorithm328

to be 1.61m2 verifying the validity of the algorithm. Besides, the number of people violating the329
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minimum social distance (2m or 200cm), the total number of people in the frame, and crowd density330

are accurately computed as displayed on the frame shown on Fig. 7. People violating the minimum331

social distance are identified with a red target-symbol on the frames; whereas people obeying social332

distancing are marked with a green target-symbol on their centroids.333

Figure 7. Number of people violating social distancing: 0, Total number of people in a frame: 2,
Estimated area: 1.61m2, Density: 1.24

Figure 8. Number of people violating social distancing: 10, Total number of people in a frame: 13,
Estimated area: 92.01m2, Density: 0.14

Figures 8, 9, and 10 also demonstrate the estimation of areas, detection and identification of social334

distance violating people on a frame, counting of the total number of people in a crowd caught by335

a camera in a frame, and the calculation of the crowd density. All the results prove that the area336

estimation algorithm works well for cameras positioned at points well taller than the height of people337

caught on camera. For instance, on Fig. 8, 13 people are detected out of whom ten are violating the338

minimum social distance on an estimated area of 92 squared meter, where the density is 0.14. On Fig.339

9, there are only three people on a total estimated area of 10.62m2, with a density of 0.28. Here, there is340

no violation of minimum distances. Lastly, a total of seven people are detected on an estimated area of341

47.83m2 (with a density of 0.15) as portrayed in Fig. 10. Out of the seven people, three are violating the342
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minimum social distance. Those with red-target-symbol on their centroid are the ones violating the343

minimum social distancing!344

Figure 9. Number of people violating social distancing: 0, Total number of people in a frame: 3,
Estimated area: 10.62m2, Density: 0.28

Figure 10. Number of people violating social distancing: 4, Total number of people in a frame: 7,
Estimated area: 47.83m2, Density: 0.15
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6.5. Discussion345

As clearly stated in the related works section, all researches on social distancing published to-date346

focus on object detection while ignoring putting the major works of interpersonal distance and area347

estimation aside. In this work, we put in a lot of efforts and focus on the design, development and348

implementation of corroborated distance and area estimation algorithms using a single-edge camera.349

The results of analyses of experiments that we carried out on live video streams caught by our lab350

cameras and on a number of preexisting video datasets including 1m and 2m videos [36], Pedestrian351

overpass dataset [37], and 5GB videos from PETS [38] solidly verify our proposed algorithms for352

distance and area estimation. Especially when the CCTV cameras are mounted on walls or perched on353

poles at least three meters tall, E-SEC scheme is able to estimate distance and area with an accuracy354

greater than 99%. These E-SEC algorithms play very pronounced roles in improving crowd surveillance.355

On top of enabling easier management of social distancing and crowd density to contain the spread a356

contagious disease, E-SEC scheme could be employed for people traffic management and evaluation357

processes. For example, the unified model can count the number of people entering a room and it can358

recommend newly arriving people to move to another room once the maximum occupancy is reached.359

For better performance and more accurate results, the CCTV cameras must be mounted or perched360

at points well higher than the heights of humans. They should be deployed at least at a height of 3m361

from the ground. Otherwise, the accuracy of the proposed scheme will deteriorate. Besides, all objects362

on a frame should be caught with an image quality of 40PPF.363

7. Conclusions364

Crowd management through the determination of their size, interpersonal distance, occupied area,365

and density play very important role in stymieing the spread of infectious viral diseases, automated366

surveillance and traffic control, and event planning and management processes. Therefore, this367

paper proposes a unified E-SEC framework for the the estimation of interpersonal distances and area368

occupied by a crowd caught on a single camera. The unified model is capable of estimating the distance369

between a pair of people, approximating the area occupied by a crowd, determining people violating370

social distancing, counting the total number of people in a frame, and computing the crowd density. To371

the best of our knowledge, E-SEC is the first of its kind that proposes algorithms for the estimation of372

interpersonal distance between two dynamic people and an area occupied by a crowd that varies both373

in size and movement dynamically using a single camera. The extensive experimental analyses carried374

out based on a wide range of video datasets prove the validity and accuracy of E-SEC framework for375

videos captured by edge-cameras mounted at points three or more meters higher from the ground.376
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:382
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AI Artificial Intelligence
CAN Campus Area Network
CCTV Closed-Circuit Television
CDC Centers for Disease Control
COVID-19 Coronavirus Disease of 2019
DML Deep Machine Learning
E2E End-to-End
GIL Global Interpreter Lock (python)
GPS Global Positioning System
HD High Definition
IIoT Internet of Industrial of Things
IT Information Technology
OID Open Image frontal view Dataset
PPF Pixel Per Foot
PPM Pixel Per Metric
RCNN Region Based Convolutional Neural Networks
SD Social Distancing
SSD Single-Shot Detection
VSS Video Surveillance Systems
WAN Wide Area Network
YOLOv3 You Look Only Once version 03

384
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